Tennis Match Results
Kentucky vs Texas A&M
Mar 04, 2023 at College Station, Texas
(Mitchell Tennis Center)

#5 Kentucky 4, #49 Texas A&M 3

**Singles competition**
1. #63 Noah Schachter (TAM) def. #27 Liam Draxl (UK) 6-3, 7-6 (12-10)
2. #31 Alafia Ayeni (UK) def. #57 Raphael Perot (TAM) 7-6 (7-3), 6-4
3. #23 Joshua Lapadat (UK) def. Guido Marson (TAM) 7-6 (7-4), 7-5
4. #100 Taha Baadi (UK) def. Giulio Perego (TAM) 7-6 (7-4), 6-4
5. #105 Pierce Rollins (TAM) def. Jaden Weekes (UK) 2-6, 6-4, 6-3
6. Luke Casper (TAM) def. #102 Charlelie Cosnet (UK) 6-1, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. Trey Hilderbrand/Noah Schachter (TAM) def. Taha Baadi/Alafia Ayeni (UK) 6-4
2. #43 JJ Mercer/Joshua Lapadat (UK) def. Pierce Rollins/Kenner Taylor (TAM) 6-4
3. Liam Draxl/Jaden Weekes (UK) def. Raphael Perot/Giulio Perego (TAM) 6-3

Match Notes:
Kentucky 13-2; National ranking #5
Texas A&M 4-5; National ranking #49
Order of finish: Doubles (1,3,2); Singles (6,2,5,1,4,3)